
 1-800-520-0220

EVERYTHING 
ELSE IS JUST 
NOISE.

Relieve noise induced stress. Enhance 
communication on the job. Protect your 
employees and your bottom line.

Custom Protect Ear®®

www.protectear.com 



® HEARING PROTECTION 
YOU CAN HEAR THROUGH

  

dB Blocker’s® extensive array of hearing protectors are 
all custom fit to the individual, custom designed to 
reduce harmful frequencies,  and custom made to meet 
work environment specifications. 

dB BLOCKER® CLASSIC — Vented

A vented and filtered protector for situations where 
interpersonal conversation/situational awareness 
in noise is required. This product comes with a 
permanently attached cord.

Specify cloth or plastic cord.  

Designed to be easily inserted and removed when 
wearing gloves. A vented and filtered protector for 
situations where interpersonal conversation in 
noise is required.

This product comes with a removable cord.

Plastic Cord

Cord Removed

dB Blockers® are availabe in 
VENTED and NON VENTED 

NRRa 24     |     SNR (SF84) - 25

NRRa 26    |    SNR (SF84) - 26

dB BLOCKER® GRIP — Vented



dB BLOCKER® CONVERTIBLE — Vented

dB BLOCKER® COMMUNICATE Ear™ (single)
Direct in-ear radio communication while providing 
hearing protection. Easily paired with other dB 
Blockers® with a detachable cord.

Speaker Button and Interface Cord sold separately.

 

TERRITORY REP:  

TO GET STARTED
Contact us at: 1.800.520.0220  
Canada Inquiries: hear@protectear.com
USA Inquiries: hearus@protectear.com 

Cord Removed

Cord Attached 

NRRa 26    |    SNR (SF84) - 26

With Button  NRRa 23   |   SNR (SF84) - 22

Without Button   NRRa 22   |   SNR (SF84) - 22

Offers the convenience of a detachable cord and a 
filtered vent for interpersonal communication or 
situational awareness. Easily connects to our dB 
Com line of 2-way radio/Smart phone accessories.

Specify cloth or plastic cord.



dB COM® METAL DETECTABLE Com — Vented

dB BLOCKER® METAL DETECTABLE — Vented

Vented and filtered hearing protector designed for food, 
pharmaceutical and other industries where interpersonal 
communication and situational awareness in noise is required.

This product comes with a permanently attached metal 
detectable cord and ear pieces.

Permanent Cord 

Hearing protector designed for food, pharmaceutical and other 
industries where radio connectivity and interpersonal 
communication in noise is required.

This product comes with a permanently attached metal detectable 
cord and ear piece.

Must be paired with dB Blocker Metal Detectable ear piece in 
opposing ear. dB Com accessories sold separately.

dB Com® Ready

dB

NRRa 24    |    SNR (SF84) - 26

NRRa 24    |    SNR (SF84) - 26

WHY dB Blockers®  
dB Blockers cannot be inserted incorrectly. 

dB Blockers are comfortable enough to wear for a full shift.

Vented dB Blockers are hearing protection you can hear 
through. (proprietary vent and filter accentuate speech in noise) 

dB Blockers integrate directly with our dB COM line (2-way Radio 

& Smartphone products earplugs) with consistency in protection.

dB Blockers offer outstanding value with a 90-Day FitRight 
Warranty and a 3-Year Material Warranty. (5-Year expected lifespan 

and included implementation materials & service)

dB Blocker molds are made wih Skinsoft™ medical grade 
silicone, the highest grade available, and molds are kept for 5 
years. 



TO GET STARTED
Contact us at: 1.800.520.0220  
Canada Inquiries: hear@protectear.com
USA Inquiries: hearus@protectear.com 

HEARING CONSERVATION 

At Custom Protect Ear we care about your hearing health and the 
responsibility of teaching and practicing good hearing health. We 
will work with you and your team to develop a comprehensive 
program designed to prevent hearing loss in workplaces where 
employees are exposed to hazardous levels of noise. 

Ask about our Training and fit testing by FITCHECK SOLO™

WARRANTY INFORMATION

FitRight™ Warranty
dB Blockers® come with a 90 Day FitRight™ 
Warranty. We will correct any discomfort or 
fit issues within this period of time.

3 Year Material Warranty
 For material or manufacturing defects.

QUALITY AND COMFORT  

dB Blockers® are hearing protection products made to fit the 
individual’s ear exactly; this gives the worker a custom hearing 
protector they can wear all day long, while receiving “REAL 
WORLD” (what the wearer actually receives) attenuation. 

dB Blockers® custom molded hearing protectors are made from 
the Skinsoft™ blend of medical grade silicones, which is as soft and 
flexible as your own skin.  

ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE

CPE is committed to becoming more sustainable by working to 
eliminate or offset any adverse effects our business may have on 
the planet. Some of the programs we initiated are:

• Reducing landfill waste by making our protectors with a 5 year
life span, and by reusing, recycling or reclaiming waste materials
whenever we can.

• When switching to dB Blockers you are removing disposables
which have a direct impact on the environment

• Refining our production processes to engineer out any adverse
effects on the environment

SCAN ME FOR 
WARRANTY 

® HEARING PROTECTION 
YOU CAN HEAR THROUGH



™

SLEEPERS

SWEET TONES
MUSICIANS EARPIECE

DISCREET   — Vented

Effective hearing protection 
with a low profile design 
and no cord attachment.

Vented and filtered  hearing 
protection with a low profile 
design and no cord 
attachment. For situations 
where interpersonal 
communication/situational 
awareness in noise is required.

THE CLEAR CHOICE 
It’s life as it should be. Loud noise and disruptions can 
get in the way of getting the most out of life. With dB 
Life, conversations become clearer and more 
engaging; music reveals background sounds and 
layering; and a good night’s sleep goes uninterrupted.

Reduces all frequencies 
equally by 9 db, 15 db or 25 db 
with corresponding Flat 
Attenuation Filters.

Designed for musicians who 
want to hear sound without 
distortion but with less volume.

™

HEARING PROTECTION YOU CAN HEAR THROUGH
Serving over 4,500+ companies and businesses around the globe, 
our certified mobile technicians do custom on-site fittings at your 
industrial sites, or at one of our associated retail outlets. 

Custom Protect Ear has a registered ISO 9001 quality 
management system.

CPE’s flagship brands, dB Blocker and dB Com, are Manufactured 
in Canada    by Custom Protect Ear Inc. and distributed by 
Protectear USA. 

™ Cares™®®


